Actors of peace through conflict management
More than ever, our human society needs to make every effort to
ensure a better world where there is:
- mutual understanding between people without any distinction,
- respect for the difference desired by the Creator by creating us
unique, endowed with a particular and good complexion that is
found nowhere else,
- harmony between the human beings and nature on which we
constantly (but often unconscious) depend.
It is with this in mind that the Senufo Cultural Center organizes
various socio-educational and cultural workshops. Similarly, the
Center published a book entitled "Les Koredugaw en milieu
senoufo" (Jesters / clowns in the senufo society) by Sanogo T.A et
al., éditions Jamana, 2015, Collection Wu Nire. The korèdugaw
(jesters / clowns) are an initiatory society in the traditional senufo
society that has a regulatory role based on a philosophy and moral
foundations promoting cohesion between both members of society
and between human society and nature. That the Korèdugaw are
often at the front scene of several social activities such as baptisms,
marriages, deaths, war/conflict areas ...
Therefore, we will offer imagery sessions (in pictures / drawings)
taken from our day-to-day life events that demonstrate how (even
without being part of the Korèdugaw), we can be actors of the unity
initially intended by God. That is being peace makers in our
society, builders of bridges between people and not among the ones
who separate them. Being sufficiently familiar life events, even
without understanding the language, one can easily grasp the idea
behind the scene. Thus, for the moment, as much as possible, we
shall endeavour to deliver these pictorial sessions in three
languages : English, Bambara and Senufo. Your comments, remarks
and mostly feedbacks are always welcome.
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